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And once again, violence against women in Iran.
Again, Iranian witness Moral police

Hamburg , 16.07.2023, 16:03 Time

USPA NEWS - Once again, the insane decisions of the Khamenei regime have caused great concern among Iranian women and
families. Today, according to a shocking and bizarre news, after 10 months since the unjust murder of Mahsa Amini due to her arrest
by the moral police and the presence of a few strands of hair outside her hijab, this terrorist organization called the moral police has
resumed its activities on the streets of Iran. According to some unconfirmed reports, it has resumed arresting women who do not
adhere to the Islamic dress code.

The public anger of the oppressed people of Iran towards Ali Khamenei is very high. Many political analysts today, after the return of
the moral police to the streets to suppress women with inappropriate hijabs that the Iranian Islamic Government and Terrorist
Organization IRCG does not accept, have concluded that either Ali Khamenei is insane or the government cannot believe it has been
defeated, and courageous Iranian women see hijab as a personal and voluntary choice, not something to be imposed upon them.

The people of Iran have come to the belief that neither Ali Khamenei nor the Islamic Republic government are willing to reform will not
going to change their ways and Accept what Iranian people wants and they will not respect to Iranian nation. Women and girls in Iran
still fear the sight of the police, and the people of Iran have become aware that only through condemning the regime in Iran can they
achieve basic social freedoms.

For the generations of conscious Iranians, being arrested and detained by the Dictatorship government of the Islamic Republic of Iran
has become normalized. They are putting an end to peaceful struggles and civil protests against this religious tyranny. Only the
oppressed and lonely people of Iran need more support, and our humanity compels us to stand for their rights. I am confident that soon
modern and powerful countries will support the people of Iran.

The dictatorship government of Iran has no path but to fall.

According to the belief of many political observers and intellectuals, when dictatorships face defeat, they refuse to accept it, and the
result is their sudden downfall. With this ugly and unacceptable act of the dictatorial government of Ali Khamenei that took place today,
after months of people's outcry for gender equality and with the well-known slogan "Women's rights are human rights" that the
oppressed people of Iran are shouting these days, I believe it is one of the most beautiful slogans of humanity, the dictatorship of the
Islamic Republic has been defeated.

However, the Islamic Republic government does not want to believe in this fall and defeat, but their fall is much easier than what the
brutal Islamic Republic government itself imagines.

These incomprehensible actions towards suppressing the people and women of Iran will undoubtedly be met with even more
resistance and protests. The terrorist government of Khamenei has gone mad in the eyes of many Iranians.

I hope for a day when we see the people of Iran in freedom, friendship, and peace, and young girls no longer fear the sight of the
police,

Women Life Freedom
Zan Zendegi Azadi 
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